
INTERACTIVE SCIENCE SHOW | OVERVIEW | ENGLISH

In today's times of turbulence and information overload, can you tell the difference between truth and lie? 

Who is worth following when the discrepancy between real and self-proclaimed experts is indiscernable? 

Genetically manipulated babies, shiftong magnetic poles bringing environmental disaster, or Space Force and 

missions to mars - come to the “Real or Fake” show where we challenge your bullshit detection skills. Our 

scientists will explain inprobable truths and realistic lies. And who knows, maybe after we reveal which was 

which, the threat of impending doom will appear less scary.

 

"Real or Fake" is an entertaining science show performed by true experts, who aim to excite and fool their 

audience. They might present real but bizarre research or produce a hoax based on nothing but very realistic 

lies. The audience must choose whom and what to believe. Fun for all - those who are curious about science 

and hobby detectives who want to uncover the truth.

MAY  19th | 5:30 pm - 6:15 pm

REAL OR FAKE?
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BESSERWISSEN e.V.

"We're not all-knowing wise-asses. We believe in our democracy. We are aware that we 

owe our modern way of life to the achievements of science, research and technology."

With Besser Wissen e.V., students and the general public can experience scientific 

research live for young and old. After the great success of the new format "Real or Fake" 

at the Long Night of Science, the team decided to use the didactic potential of playful 

approaches to complex scientific processes at other events to make them more 

accessible for everyone. Together they founded the non-profit association BesserWissen 

e.V. in order to communicate science with entertaining knowledge transfer formats, to 

inspire enthusiasm and to provide food for thought. 

http://www.childrenofdoom.com



